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LCLUC Abstract 

 
Indonesia plays a major, yet highly uncertain role in the global carbon cycle. Indonesian Borneo 
(540,000 km2) in particular is experiencing rapid and intensive land use change and large-scale 
fires, especially during El Niño Southern Oscillation events.  Severe droughts during the 1997/8 
ENSO event provoked forest fires that released ca.1 Pg of carbon to the atmosphere, equivalent 
to half of the average annual emission from land use change worldwide. The goal of the 
proposed research is to reduce the considerable uncertainty of the Bornean carbon budget 
through a combination of remote sensing, iterative field research and validation, and modeling. 
 
This proposal seeks to develop and to apply new approaches for quantifying carbon source/sink 
relationships in Indonesian Borneo (Kalimantan). We will address four objectives: (1) develop a 
regional-scale database that can be used to quantify variations in terrestrial carbon storage as a 
function of the several major forest cover and land use types found throughout the region; (2) 
apply new regionally specific approaches we developed to use information derived from multi-
sensor satellite imagery to: (i) map several vegetation types (including above-below ground 
peat), land cover (primarily logging and plantations) and fire scars; (ii) to assess spatio-temporal 
patterns of deforestation, degradation and land cover change; (iii) assess biomass damage from 
both intentional land clearing and accidental fires that are widespread during ENSO events, but 
now occurring annually; (iv) conduct experimental fires across several land uses to determine 
vulnerability to drought and biomass burned; v) map spatial patterns of forest recovery and 
biomass regrowth following logging not converted to agriculture or burned; (3) apply RISQUE 
models developed for the Brazilian Amazon that will enable us to incorporate drought and fire 
vulnerability in the regional carbon model developed with the land-cover information in Borneo; 
and (4) incorporate measurements of carbon pools, decomposition rates, and regrowth rates to: 
i) parameterize R. Houghton’s process-level carbon model (CARLUC); ii) refine our carbon 
budgets for the Bornean region with comparisons to the Amazon; and iii) parameterize his 
global carbon flux model. Carbon implications for future land cover scenarios will also be 
investigated with CARLUC; land cover projections will be developed with a spatially-explicit 
Markov/cellular automata/multi-criteria evaluation model (CA_MARKOV), and modeled from 
refined classifications based on remotely sensed data, ancillary data, and our new field 
measures.  
 
To achieve these objectives, the project team builds upon the extensive field experience, 
databases and collaborations with Indonesian scientists and land-use planners developed by 
the PI over the past 20 years. These collaborations, along with application of 
Landsat/MODIS/ERS imagery, will provide the basis for Objective 1. We have obtained a large 
volume (approximately 50 scenes) of Landsat imagery for the study region. Trigg will integrate 
this with the Earthsat geocover TM and ETM+ ortho products for Kalimantan (1990 and 2000) 
and our calibration/validation data from seven Ikonos scenes (and comprehensive field survey 
data) to reduce large uncertainties in carbon estimations from the major sources and sinks. To 



do this, we will apply pragmatic and rapid means to detect fires scars (Landsat/ERS), logging 
(IKONOS/Landsat/MODIS 250m) and above/belowground biomass, logging and peat depth 
forests (Landsat/MODIS 250m) with high accuracy and extensive field research and validation. 
We will then process these data to produce a refined land-cover map with detailed ecoregions 
that not only vary significantly in productivity, carbon storage, and drought and fire vulnerability, 
but are differentially modified by human activities. In addition, we have conducted intensive 
studies of 14-year time-series Landsat imagery at selected field sites. The PI’s expertise in 
Indonesian land-use policy and forest ecosystem dynamics along with expertise of the CoIs 
Trigg, Nepstad and Houghton in remote-sensing applications, fire vulnerability, and terrestrial 
carbon budget modeling will be used to address Objectives 2-4. 

 
The results from this project will provide a refined understanding of the role Indonesian peat and 
dipterocarp forests play in the global carbon budget in both ENSO and non-ENSO years. In 
addition, we will evaluate the prominent natural and anthropogenic factors influencing carbon 
source/sinks in forests of this region, which, in turn, will allow us to assess the relative 
importance of these factors on the global carbon cycle.  

 


